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About This Game

The Galactic Gallery is an aesthetically driven experience exploring intersections between traditional art and the emerging meta
mediums of virtual and augmented reality. It is an art gallery featuring 10 world renowned artists with holographic effects on

over 20 unique art pieces only possible in virtual reality.

Traditional mediums are reimagined with effects only possible in a virtual reality and new methods of creating and interacting
with art are explored. Paintings and sculpture by these artists are given special treatment to be more engaging in the Virtual

environment with custom shaders and bespoke animation – layers extrapolated to give some paintings depth while others have
subtle effects that are only possible in the digital realm. The sound design is specifically tailored for the SUBPAC physical

audio device for an immersive experience.

The artists featured the gallery are Android Jones, Mars-1, Chris Dyer, Mugwort, Mear One, Xavi, Raul Casillas, Luke Brown,
Amanda Sage, and Hans Haveron. The artwork was curated in part by Archival Ink Gallery.
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Title: Galactic Gallery
Genre: Casual, Indie, Simulation
Developer:
Bearded Eye
Publisher:
Bearded Eye
Release Date: 4 Dec, 2017

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

OS: Windows 8

Processor: 3ghz

Memory: 2 GB RAM

Graphics: GTX 970

DirectX: Version 11

Storage: 3 GB available space

English
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Mugwort. Sky Diamonds. I have no idea who they are or where they come from, but I am in love with them, redardless. I love it
so much....

I love Galactic Gallery. To take a traditiional style of wall art and give it a VR twist, using depth perspective and movment really
works. I've had it for a while but it looks so much better on Vive Pro. I'd like to see more of these.. Hopefully I missed
something obvious...

To me it was just 1 room, about the size of the 'Home room' with a painting on each wall.
Each painting was 3d\/2d releif, some had some interesting billbord effects. But there was no where elese I could go or anything.
I was able to grab some candles and move them but that was about it.

I thought each painting might be a door into a full 3d version of it, but it seems like only the one room?. Very cool experience.
Especially loved the tas visuals scene in there. The 3d fractals from julius seemed very nice too only my computer couldnt
handle the complexity unfortunately. But I guess its already quite a achievement to get those fractals in to unity well done!.
Awesome trippy visuals, an extremely appreciable respect for the kinetic feeling of the space conveyed through physics.. Wow
that Holographic Vision by Julius Horthuis !!!!!!!!!!!. Wow that Holographic Vision by Julius Horthuis !!!!!!!!!!!
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Awesome trippy visuals, an extremely appreciable respect for the kinetic feeling of the space conveyed through physics.. Very
limited in scope (only ~20 pieces), but a truly beautiful and immersive experience. Some truly creative work, a lot of which
could only be possible in VR. I am a big fan of VR galleries done well, and this is one of my favourites so far. Excellent us of
room scale (no locomotion required), trippy but serene environment, great music, simple interface... all around enjoyable. I
would love to see more like this.
If you are a fan of art galleries, and enjoy seeing art intersect with emerging technologies, don't miss out on this.. Very cool
experience. Especially loved the tas visuals scene in there. The 3d fractals from julius seemed very nice too only my computer
couldnt handle the complexity unfortunately. But I guess its already quite a achievement to get those fractals in to unity well
done!. A surreal art experience from another dimension. Quite the collection of visionary visuals in this virtual gallery!. This is
Awesome!

Pros:
 - Very Unique!
 - Nice Art Work!
 - Cool Design set up!
 - Can use floating white balls to Draw...
 - Beautiful! Something Nice to Show First Timers in VR
 - Smooth Works Great!
 - Price! For what you get it is worth it!

Cons:
 -I Don't have any Complaints! It's Great for what it is...

Overall: I Think it is worth the Price I Paid Note: I got it on sale...Very Cool!. Hopefully I missed something obvious...

To me it was just 1 room, about the size of the 'Home room' with a painting on each wall.
Each painting was 3d\/2d releif, some had some interesting billbord effects. But there was no where elese I could go or anything.
I was able to grab some candles and move them but that was about it.

I thought each painting might be a door into a full 3d version of it, but it seems like only the one room?. I gotta say it's worth
every penny. The only advice I'd give new users is to test out and get a good feel of the app before popping anything lol.
To the creators: Awesome work, but you need to add more content to keep this going. I'd definitely buy it twice or pay more for
additional content.. Very limited in scope (only ~20 pieces), but a truly beautiful and immersive experience. Some truly creative
work, a lot of which could only be possible in VR. I am a big fan of VR galleries done well, and this is one of my favourites so
far. Excellent us of room scale (no locomotion required), trippy but serene environment, great music, simple interface... all
around enjoyable. I would love to see more like this.
If you are a fan of art galleries, and enjoy seeing art intersect with emerging technologies, don't miss out on this.
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